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The world economy is going through a complex global crisis that is the most severe in recent history. 
Not since the Second World War has there been a shock of such magnitude. The tourism sector has not 
been spared – what industry would be, in the face of such an upheaval? At this stage, nevertheless, it is 
not on the front line and has been affected only indirectly; our impression is that tourism acts more as a 
mitigator rather than an amplifier of the crisis.  
 
But the international tourism exchanges of today are no longer at the same scale as those following the 
world war! There were 25 million international arrivals in 1950; there were 924 million last year, nearly 
40 times more. We have seen it here, in Indonesia, on many occasions, with the financial crisis of 1998, 
the successive attacks, SARS, the tsunami. When tourism is affected, it is a sign that society as a whole 
is faltering.  
 
Under the difficult current circumstances, therefore, it is entirely legitimate for governments, economic 
decision makers, and international financial institutions to look at our industry with apprehension: What 
is happening to it? Will it collapse or will it withstand the shock? Will it destroy the millions of jobs it has 
created over the past years? Or, on the contrary, will it once again signal the revival of general 
economic activity?  
 
We have to be able to respond to these questions, and in order to do so, we need two good 
complementary and interlocking instruments: solid tourism statistics and a reliable macroeconomic 
measurement tool, which we call the Tourism Satellite Account (TSA).  
 
The latter stands on the former as its foundation, and it has been a long road to get where we are, ever 
since in 1937, the Committee of Statistical Experts of the League of Nations recommended the adoption 
of a definition, with international scope, of what tourism is.  
 
This long journey, whose major milestones I intend to recall today, was already embarked upon by the 
institution that preceded the UNWTO: the International Union of Official Travel Organizations. As early 
as then, it was at the request of and in coordination with the United Nations that the first major 
conference on tourism and international travel was held in Rome, in 1963. During thirty years, we 
worked on the basis of statistical concepts resulting from the Rome Conference. This means that they 
were useful.  
 
But it was at the very start of the 1990s that some serious work would begin.  
 

*  *  * 
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Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
The development and implementation of tourism statistics and of the Tourism Satellite Account can be 
compared to that major cycling event that absorbs my country's attention every year: the Tour de 
France. Like the Tour de France, it is a race that takes place in stages. There is another way in which 
statistics are like bicycle races: there is the threat of doping, and the temptation to artificially enhance 
performance must be resisted! Lance Armstrong and others, take note!  

 
In this race fraught with obstacles, Bali represents a major stage; by my reckoning, it is the seventh, in a 
process that began in Ottawa, almost twenty years ago. 
 
It was in 1991 that, in the capital of Canada, we established the statistical definitions and 
classifications that we use today and that the United Nations Statistical Office endorsed in 1993. 
It is thanks to Ottawa that we are clear about what constitutes a visitor, an excursionist, a tourist or an 
international tourist. It is on the basis of these concepts that we now publish our annual statistics on 
international tourism arrivals and receipts – the latter amounting to 856 billion dollars in 2007.  
 
The second major stage took place in France, eight years after Ottawa.  
 
Many people now know that one of the main advances made by world tourism in recent years was 
the World Conference on the Measurement of the Economic Impact of Tourism, held in Nice in 
June 1999, associated for posterity with the name of our late lamented colleague Enzo Paci. 
 
The success and the coverage given to this major event were exceptional. Beyond statistical 
measurement, in which new progress was also made at Nice, the aim was to analyse tourism from the 
macroeconomic standpoint, that is to say, using the tools of the system of national accounts.  
 
Everyone was aware of the lack of credibility from which macroeconomic measurement of the tourism 
industry was suffering from at the time. Everyone felt the need for a common language of analysis, 
available worldwide, that would incorporate and surpass the one developed for statistics in 1991 and allow 
for the international comparability and aggregation of data. Everyone is now convinced that the tourism 
satellite account, whose conceptual methodological framework was adopted at Nice in line with the national 
account standards approved by the United Nations itself in 1993, is the tool of measurement that we lacked 
- a tool capable of both guiding public and private decision makers in their strategic choices and of meeting 
the need for knowledge and recognition expressed by the world tourism industry.  
 
The third stage that logically followed was that of the technical recognition of the work 
accomplished at Nice.  
 
Such recognition came in March 2000 with the decisive approval by the United Nations 
Statistical Commission of the Nice conclusions and recommendations, proposed jointly by the 
UNWTO, OECD and EUROSTAT in a concerted endeavour to which institutions like ILO and WTTC 
rallied. I am pleased to see that both the OECD and the ILO are closely associated with this Bali 
Conference.  
 
With this major technical validation by the United Nations, we placed ourselves in a position to arrive in 
the field of macroeconomic analysis at the same results we have achieved in the field of statistics: 
reasonable homogeneity of the instruments, accompanied by compatibility and comparability of 
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the data obtained, at both the national level among different economic sectors, and the 
international level among the tourism industries of the different countries. With the official 
recognition of the TSA, we gained the ability to start talking about the same things using the same 
words.  
 
The fourth stage was the Vancouver conference in May 2001. Ten years after Ottawa, the UNWTO 
once again found itself in Canada, a country that, along with France, had for a long time been a 
pioneer in the field of the application of national accounts to tourism.  
 
The main issue at Vancouver was to secure the international comparability of the results obtained from 
the satellite account. Aside from complying with the international standards approved by the United 
Nations, it was also essential to observe three main principles:  
 

- a rigorous estimate of expenditure on inbound, domestic and outbound tourism; we will 
be revisiting this;  

 
- precise indicators specifically associated with this expenditure, such as the number of 

arrivals and trips, broken down according to purpose, means of transport and type of  
accommodation; we will also be looking at this again; and  

 
- lastly, regular surveys of enterprises or establishments in order to gauge, by branch, 

the degree of visitor satisfaction.  
 
One of the conclusions of Vancouver was to underline the direct benefits the private sector would gain 
from the development of a satellite account. Entrepreneurs have the right to expect, as a result of its 
development, a structured body of information with which to measure the importance of tourism from the 
production side, not only in return for cooperating in the surveys, but also as a new input that may be 
useful to them in their particular line of business. 
 
The fifth stage –a major one for the UNWTO itself– was that of political recognition. 
 
Tourism's increasing weight in the economy and in international trade, as well as the shocks suffered by 
our activity since 2001, had led to heightened awareness. There was a general realization that we could 
not afford to ignore such an essential sector of the world economy, the third or fourth biggest category 
of international trade, depending on the year, and an activity that together with air transport represents 
40 per cent of global trade in services. This is the fundamental reason that prompted the international 
community to take an interest in an area that it had neglected for too long. The fact that tourism had 
come into consideration at the highest levels of policy-making was manifested by the historic decision 
made on 23 December 2003 by the United Nations General Assembly to transform the World Tourism 
Organization into a specialized agency of the System. 
 
This change in the nature of the Organization was accomplished through a new international agreement 
that now links the UNWTO to the United Nations. Article 13 of this agreement states: "The United 
Nations recognizes the World Tourism Organization as the appropriate organization to collect, to 
analyse, to publish, to standardize and to improve the statistics of tourism, and to promote the 
integration of these statistics within the sphere of the United Nations". 
 
What is significant is that this text goes far beyond others that have traditionally linked the United 
Nations to its specialized agencies. The reference to the "integration" of statistics lends clear support to 
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the concept of tourism satellite accounts. The technical recognition that came in the year 2000 was thus 
followed, three years later, by political acknowledgement. 
 
The sixth stage, which preceded that of today, took place in October 2005 in Iguazu, at the joint 
invitation of Argentina and Brazil. The exceptional setting of Iguazu Falls, straddling the border between 
two large countries and in the immediate proximity of a third – Paraguay – which annually attracts one 
million visitors on both sides of the Paraná River, was undoubtedly the appropriate venue for discussing 
the difficulty of measuring statistics on international trips!  
 
The principal interest of Iguazu was to specify the role of national tourism administrations in improving 
the macroeconomic knowledge of tourism as a guiding instrument for the policies they are responsible 
for. It also aimed to better define what could be expected in this regard from central banks, statistics and 
economic forecasting offices, academic institutions and the private sector.  
 

*  *  * 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
The agenda that resulted from Iguazu basically establishes the framework of the new stage 
constituted by this fifth major international conference of the UNWTO, here in Bali. It is clear that 
we must advance in three essential areas, identified in 2005.  
 
It is necessary, first of all, to have better knowledge of employment in tourism; this is the title of this 
conference and it is a priority insofar as the United Nations considers it as such in the implementation of 
the Millennium Development Goals, nearly ten years after they were established by the United Nations 
General Assembly. World poverty cannot be reduced without creating large numbers of jobs in the least 
developed countries. The example of a destination such as Bali shows this: tourism is one of the means 
of achieving this goal.  
 
It was with this in mind that, for the purpose of preparing this conference, I signed a framework 
cooperation agreement between the UNWTO and the International Labour Organization, and there 
could be no person better positioned than our new Secretary-General ad interim, Taleb Rifai, to 
effectively follow up on this undertaking, as someone who has occupied high-level posts in the ILO prior 
to joining our Institution.  
 
Being able to measure job creation in the tourism industry or in the sectors that depend on it is a major 
concern that motivates political and economic decision makers. Everywhere, tourism has shown itself to 
be a highly labour-intensive activity that opens up opportunities for the small businesses that provide 
products and services to the tourism industry. Look around you on this island: the ripple effects are 
especially strong for local agriculture and fishing, handicrafts and even the building industry. Wherever it 
is practiced, including here in Indonesia, tourism creates many jobs, whether skilled or unskilled, 
salaried or not, especially for young people, women and members of indigenous communities.  
 
But the problem of measuring employment is technically complicated. Most jobs in tourism are indirect 
rather than direct; they are often seasonal, and in some cases clandestine. They are, nevertheless, real 
jobs, and we should be able to count them. We need to make progress in their quantitative 
measurement, but also in their qualitative assessment, since it is a fact that one job is not always 
worth the same as another.  
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In this time of crisis, when the International Monetary Fund is forecasting for 2009 an unemployment 
rate of 6.5 per cent for the developed economies, it is important to look into the quality of jobs in tourism. 
Are they more precarious, more intermittent, less protected, and thus more vulnerable that jobs in other 
major branches of the economy?  
 
Speaking on my own personal behalf, I would like to say that I am not sure that I am all that comfortable 
with the terminology of the International Labour Organization in its promotion of what it calls "decent 
work". It is true that jobs can be lower- or higher-skilled, be more or less stable, and that certain tasks 
can be more or less fulfilling than others, but working in tourism is never "indecent", even if we are 
talking about a young person holding one of those famous "McJobs", that are so often disparaged by 
purists. Of course, we must reject the abusive exploitation of workers, which also exists in our sector. 
But what would be truly indecent, in this period of crisis, is for a person to lose his or her job! This is not 
just a matter of semantics. Let us therefore reflect together during this conference on the content of an 
ambitious strategy aimed at developing as best as possible the immense mother lode of potential jobs 
that can be found in our sector, and let us give this strategy a name that is... decent!  
 
The second advance I would like to see in this Bali conference concerns the refinement of 
knowledge of tourism as an export sector. We have to improve the measurement of tourism receipts 
as they appear on the balance of payments of each country, which are prepared by their central banks. 
Often, the balance of payments records, whether as inbound or outbound, economic or financial flows 
that have little to do with tourism activity. Cooperation in this regard has begun with the International 
Monetary Fund, and it is important to actively pursue this. 
 
The third advance that we must accomplish concerns the implementation of the tourism satellite 
account at the regional and local levels. There is a strong demand in this regard on the part of both 
public officials and the private sector of the states of federated countries, territories, regions, and even 
of the mayors of large urban centres. This was already expressed right here in Bali, when in 1996 the 
UNWTO held one of its large forums for parliamentarians and local authorities, and then again last year, 
at another forum of the same nature, in Cebu, Philippines. More and more, tourism is being intuitively 
perceived as a decisive factor in local development. As we have undertaken to do at the country level, 
we must now move forward at the local level to go from intuition to understanding, and from 
understanding to statistical measurement. This is not always easy because certain instruments, 
including such essential ones as the balance of payments, that are available at the central level, are not 
available at the infra-state level. The UNWTO, as you know, has undertaken in cooperation with the 
Government of Canada and the authorities of the province of Quebec, to evaluate the quality and the 
performance of tourism destinations, territories, regions or large cities, with the aim of improving their 
results and increasing their competitiveness. A Centre of Excellence for Destinations has been 
established for this purpose, based in Montreal. The success of this important initiative rests largely on 
the possibility of having, at the local level, a reliable measurement of the relative weight of tourism and 
its performance, which is precisely what the TSA aspires to. We must learn how to decentralize the 
tourism satellite account!  
 
To this threefold agenda that resulted from Iguazu and will serve as the framework of this meeting in 
Bali, it would be useful to add a fourth challenge: how to reconcile two apparently contradictory 
objectives: on the one hand, conducting with rigour the necessarily long and costly work required for 
the preparation of good-quality statistics and the development of a reliable measurement methodology 
in compliance with recognized international standards; and, on the other hand, meeting the demands, 
often urgent, on the part of governments to quickly obtain effective tools, whose results they want to put 
to use.  
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Now, if tourism statistics teach us something, it is that the average duration of the professional life of a 
tourism minister hardly exceeds two years! And, in two years it is not possible to construct from scratch 
serious statistics and an effective tourism satellite account. Something must therefore be invented, such 
as a series of indicators that are consistent with each other and fully compatible with the fundamental 
principles, that would not take the place of the satellite account, but which, based on minimal core 
statistical information, could be made available faster than the TSA. This subject is on your agenda for 
tomorrow, and I hope that progress in this area will be one of the achievements of this conference.  
 

 
*  *  * 

 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 
Before concluding, I wish to put forward two final considerations relative to the highly specific 
nature of our research and measurement work, both statistical and with regard to accounts. 
 
First, statistical measurement. As everyone knows, the purpose of economic statistics is to take a 
complex reality and provide a picture of it – albeit summarized, simplified and reduced to basic 
indicators and parameters – that is as faithful and telling as possible.  
 
When dealing with a multiform, original and evolving activity such as tourism, this is a permanent 
challenge.  
 
Tourism, by its very nature, constitutes a transversal activity in relation to the other sectors of the 
economy. This is one of its specificities, another being that the consumer of tourism services travels in 
order to receive such service, making it necessary to statistically capture trips, arrivals, overnights and 
stays. We can see the enormity of the task when measuring, using border surveys based on counts or 
samplings, the international tourism of a major receiving country such as France, Spain or the United 
States, where tens of millions of visitors arrive and stay, using all modes of transport to do so. Lastly, 
tourism is different in that it must first and foremost be approached and evaluated from the demand side, 
that is to say, from the standpoint of domestic or foreign visitor consumption. This is not to say, 
however, that the supply-side approach, which looks at business structures and the creation of value 
added and jobs, should be neglected. It remains of great interest, but it will inevitably have to take 
second place to the principal analysis, which can only be carried out through overall demand. It is the 
latter approach which makes it possible to present major indicators such as the share accounted for by 
tourism in basic aggregates such as national consumption and gross domestic product.  
 
I would add that tourism is a complicated and ever-changing subject matter. Our advances in the area 
of statistics demonstrate not only an improved technical grasp of the problem, they also reflect the 
growing diversification of tourism activity itself as it evolves. We are now learning how to capture the 
economic reality of the meetings industry, time-sharing, second homes, areas about which we did not 
know anything up until the present.  
 
In light of these circumstances, right after Nice we should undoubtedly have reviewed the statistical 
concepts and classifications of 1993, which resulted from the Ottawa conference. But resources were 
limited and the priority for the UNWTO was to publicize, disseminate and promote the TSA. It is only 
now, with the "International Recommendations for Tourism Statistics" of 2008 that we have been able to 
do so, and that we have begun to open up entire fields of knowledge which had not been hitherto 
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explored. Today, if Bali can go beyond Iguazu, it would be because, with these new Recommendations, 
we have better knowledge of what we are talking about.  
 
The second consideration is relative to the satellite account itself. At the risk of perhaps stating a 
tautology, I would like to point out that the TSA, as it came out of Nice and subsequently improved, is 
first of all, an account, that it is a satellite, and that it deals with tourism.  
 
The TSA is first and foremost an account, that is to say, fundamentally, a table or a set of tables that are 
linked with each other in a rational way, describing all kinds of economic operations – resources, 
transactions, resource use – by the economic actors of the sector. These tables are fed by statistical 
information; their content cannot be the result of just some simulation or other.  
 
Secondly, the TSA is a satellite. Not that it orbits around a corpus this is represented by the central 
conceptual framework of national accounts, like the Moon revolves around the Earth, but because it 
extends and adapts the definitions and classifications of this conceptual framework, in a way that makes 
them more explicit and more directly usable. The point of this is to acquire relative flexibility and not to 
escape the constraints generated by such framework.  
 
Lastly, the TSA is about tourism, and exclusively so. It describes a distinctive set of human activities 
carried out by travellers who visit a destination outside their usual environment for less than one year, 
and for any purpose other than that of employment by an economic actor of the destination country.  
 
The TSA should measure tourism activity and only tourism activity. Although the definition of tourism is 
broad, it is not indefinitely extensible. Just because certain tourists travel by train, it does not mean that 
we should include in tourism the activity of the crossing-keeper, the construction of locomotives, the 
maintenance of the tracks, or the manufacturing of the stationmaster’s whistle! Let us keep things within 
reason. Tourism is already something quite considerable; there is no need to tack anything else to it. 
Stop adding glitter to accounts, no more “bling-bling” statistics!      
 
Of course, the secondary effects – indirect or induced – that tourism generates in the entire national 
economy and are not directly part of its own activity are important. Pointing out their existence is fine; 
including them artificially by adopting definitions that are as approximative as they are artificially inflated, 
is to cheat on the quality of the merchandise!  
 

*  *  * 
 
To conclude, I would wish to insist on an essential point, which is that of the international 
comparability of the information resulting from the development of the different national satellite 
accounts.  
 
When the use of the satellite account becomes generalized in a harmonized manner among the major 
tourism countries, they will each be able to compare themselves to the others, and the UNWTO will be 
able to evaluate the weight of our sector at the global level. That is our ultimate aim.  
 
Ensuring a minimum of consistency is therefore absolutely essential. Calling just any macroeconomic 
study on tourism a "satellite account" will not suffice to make it one; otherwise the consistency and, hence, 
the international comparability and possibility of aggregation would be lost. In an area that is as technically 
complex as this, doing things too hastily and too simply, is a sure way of doing them badly.  Let us maintain 
our credibility! The easy way is to say "close enough", and there is also the lure of exaggeration; let us not 
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succumb to either temptation! In this time of crisis, in statistics as in other matters, let us choose the path of 
temperance and moderation! Let us not tarnish the concept or the good name of the "tourism satellite 
account"! Let us protect the TSA brand!  
 
Let us be clear: it is not enough to perform simulation, modelling, or transposition exercises; such methods 
contain the seeds of considerable risk of error, as we have recently observed recently in the case of a 
country of this region, Brunei Darussalam. In order to avoid such errors, it is necessary to get to the heart 
of the matter. There can be no tourism satellite account worthy of the name without reliable statistics. 
There are no shortcuts or easy solutions – there is no getting around this fact! 
 
The French language allows plays on words that are difficult to translate, and at the risk of vexing our 
interpreters today, I would say that the TSA is an account; it is not a tale. And as everyone knows, good 
accounts make for good friends! In the past several years, here and there, we have heard tall tales 
about the supposed size of tourism – the world's top economic activity, about which we know nothing; a 
creator of hundreds of millions of jobs, about which we are totally in the dark! It is time to stop dreaming 
and wake up.  
 
Today, thanks to the constancy of our common effort and the support of the UNWTO, some seventy 
countries have already created a tourism satellite account or intend to have one in the near future. This 
is all well and good, but it is not enough. Some or these exercises are far from having an acceptable 
level of quality. We must persevere in our efforts, because this is an undertaking that makes no sense 
unless one is in it for the long haul. The satellite account naturally constitutes one of the priorities of our 
programme of work for 2008-2009. We have recalled the following minimum targets in our "Agenda 
2010":  

 
- two-thirds of member countries using the United Nations' guidelines on tourism statistics 

within this time horizon;  
 

- two-thirds of the countries of the world regularly providing the statistical data of the 
UNWTO's Compendium; 

 
- at least one-third of the member countries developing a tourism satellite account in 

accordance with UNWTO and United Nations guidelines; 
 

- one-third of the member countries publishing significant data on tourism employment, 
within the framework of the cooperation between the UNWTO and the ILO; 

 
- and lastly, one-third of the member countries being engaged in efforts to improve their 

knowledge of the "travel" item of the balance of payments, within the framework of the 
cooperation between the UNWTO and the International Monetary Fund. 

 
Bali is a step forward on the way to the success of our "Agenda 2010". I hope that the UNWTO's 
programme of work 2010-2011 continues to forge ahead in this matter. There remain so many 
interesting things to do, so much curiosity to satisfy!  
 

*  *  * 
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Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
The very difficulty of this exercise is precisely what makes it so valuable, and this is why the 
development of the tourism satellite account, its dissemination, and its implementation constitute one of 
the UNWTO's great endeavours. On a personal level, having been involved in this effort at the level of 
my country more than thirty years ago, and then subsequently having initiated the work of our 
Organization on this subject, I am proud of the fact that I am leaving this major area of work in motion, 
and of the legacy of the progress already accomplished at the UNWTO.  
 
It is when the tourism satellite account has been implemented far and wide that we shall be able to gain 
in credibility among political organizations and international financial institutions. It is then that we shall 
really be taken seriously and there will be general awareness of the economic importance of the sector 
for which we are collectively responsible. Ministers and other public officials with responsibility for 
tourism will also gain in their countries from such recognition, as will all the enterprises and professional 
associations responsible for the sector's progress. Tourism's image will change and, with the new 
perception of it, those who champion its cause will have a better chance of being heard. 
 
This is the central challenge for this Bali Conference. Thank you. 


